In this paper, R * -BI-sets and R * -strong BI-sets are introduced and the relationship of these sets with already existing some of the sets in ideal spaces are discussed. R * -BI -continuous functions and R * -strongly BI -continuous functions are also introduced via R * -BI-sets and R * -strong BI-sets.
Introduction and Preliminaries
By a space (X,), we mean a topological space X with a topology  defined on X. For a given point x in a space (X,), the system of open neighborhoods of x is denoted by N(x) = {U   : x U}. For a given subset A of a space (X, ), cl (A) and int (A) are used to denote the closure of A and interior of A respectively with respect to the topology . A non empty collection of subsets of a set X is said to be an ideal on X, if it satisfies the following two conditions: (i) If A  I and B  A, then B  I; (ii) If A  I and B  I, then AB I. An ideal space (X, , I) means a topological space (X, ) with an ideal I defined on X. Let (X, ) be a topological space with an ideal I defined on X. Then for any subset A of X, A * (I, ) ={x  X / AU I for every U  N(x)} is called the local function of A with respect to I and . If there is no ambiguity, we will write A 
Definition1.3
A subset A of an ideal topological space (X,, I) is said to be
where U is open and V is a t-I-set, [1] (iv) a strong BI-set if A = UV, where U is open and V is both t-I-set and QI-set, [3] (v) a (t-I, QI)-set if A is both t-I-set and QI-set, [3] 2 New sets via R * -open sets Keskin and Noiri[3] introduced strong BI-set which can expressed as intersection of two sets in which one set is open and another one is both a t-I-set and a QI-set. In this section, we introduce R * -BI-set and R * -strong BI-set and some new functions. 
